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Greetings brothers, my name is Randall Kliman, and I have
the pleasure of being the 2020 Archon for the Gamma Tau
Letter from the Archon 1-2
chapter. This semester has been full of surprises, and I’ve
gotten the privilege to stand at the helm and steer this great
Neophyte Bios
3-7
chapter through uncertain times. I’ll start off by saying that
the specific plans in this letter have been complicated due to
Officer Reports
8-10
the current situation concerning COVID-19, or the
coronavirus. With the help of the EC, the brotherhood was
PUSOG Report
11
quickly able to handle the crisis, and PUSOG has been an
Undergrad Corner
12
invaluable resource in this uncertain process. We have done
a few things to sort this whole situation out. First and
Alumni Corner
12
foremost, we are complying and plan to comply with all
directives given to us on the national, state, and city level as
well as cooperating with the often-difficult Georgia Tech. Thankfully, having planned for the worst has
allowed us to handle this stressful situation surprisingly well. Secondly, we have cancelled all events
until next semester, including Initiation which is scheduled to happen right before rush in the fall.
Thirdly, we have decided not to cancel brothers’ meetings as they are an important aspect of
maintaining brotherhood bonding and unity.
My goal as Archon has been the constant and relentless improvement of the chapter wherever
possible. Because we are supposed to host Psi U’s Annual Convention this year, I have been given both
a great deal of responsibility but also an opportunity to make sure that the chapter is in a presentable
state for the rest of Psi Upsilon. This year, we will be on full display, and I want to make sure that we
can rise to the occasion. While this challenge may cause fear in some, I see it as a motivation to step
up and become the chapter we wish and know we can be. This improvement starts squarely with the
state of the haus. Thanks to PUSOG and the generous donations of alumni, we have been blessed with
an amazing new front. Sadly, we had to watch the deck die a horrible death at the hands of the
construction workers, but plans are in the works to possibly create a Deck 2.0 and let future
generations enjoy fond memories of a deck like the ones we all have. Secondly, we are working with
PUSOG to finally replace the old floors and install a new and durable flooring that won’t give our
brothers health problems.
We are also moving forward on improving the digital infrastructure of the haus with a newly introduced
chair: the digital infrastructure chair run by Hussain Raza ’21. Under his short tenure, he has helped
maintain our various game servers (including the famous and coveted Minecraft server) as well as
plan a complete rebuild of our server rack and reorganization of our server resourced. He has worked
closely with Drake Witt ’21, currently interning in Canada, who is in the process of redesigning our
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website to modernize its design and create a stronger digital presence. We have also made great
strides in the area of brotherhood development since Matthew Farleo ’22 became our official
brotherhood development chair last spring. Since then, he has done an absolutely wonderful job
hosting haus meetings and planning events such as this spring’s scavenger hunt at Lenox Mall.
Another important aspect of developing the brotherhood as well as maintaining unity in
the chapter is through chapter meetings. One of the great banes of our chapters operation up to
this point has been a steady stream of bylaws which clogs our meetings and distracts us from
the real purpose of chapter meetings. Using our new business committee, we have been better
able to screen bylaws to make sure they are worthy and useful to be presented to the
brotherhood. Another way that meetings have been reformed and improved is through the
introduction of a weekly “Brotherhood Activity” which was championed by my predecessor,
Ashwin Ganeshan ‘21, but has flourished during this semester. This weekly activity allows us to
rekindle and/or strengthen the bonds of brotherhood between us by creating a common
exercise and experience that we can all enjoy. It also helps to ease the usual tension that may
arise during a contentious meeting.
Part of improvement is also being honest with yourself about your weaknesses. For us,
the greatest challenge that we face and will likely face for the foreseeable future is recruitment.
For years, our recruitment numbers have not been what we hope them to be and I’m sure that
it’s not hard to see when you look at the pledge board and only see two names (among a sea of
joke names of course). What we lack in quantity, however, we make up in quality. Though I have
only been at Psi U since Fall 2018, the 2019-2020 new members have been some of the
greatest and most wonderful people I have had the opportunity and pleasure to call brothers.
The amount of positivity and caring that they have introduced has transformed the chapter’s
culture into something surprisingly wholesome for Gamma Tau and I encourage those who have
not had the opportunity to meet them to reach out or visit.
Recruitment will also prove to be an extremely important aspect to focus on in the very
near future as most of our active members will be (hopefully) graduating next spring. This
existential crisis poses a challenge to us to improve our image and continue to draw in a diverse
crowd of prospective members. In order to help recover from this weakness is to try to improve
our Academics. This year alone we have made great progress, improving our average GPA by
0.11 Grade points and moving us up to 24th out of 31 fraternities. In an increasingly competitive
college environment, prospective students are finding it harder to rationalize joining a fraternity
due to the negative stigma that they may have seen in various media. While we are obviously
different from the stereotypical “Animal House”, we are still judged by the standards and
misdeeds by fraternity culture at large. In order to make us more appealing to the increasingly
academics-focused freshman, we must move to make it a priority.
I’m thankful for the opportunity to serve all of you as the leader of the chapter and I’m
equally as thankful to know a group of people as great as the brothers of Gamma Tau. When I
first joined this humble and great fraternity, I was just grateful to finally have a group of friends
on campus. Now nearly a year and a half later, I've come to know all of you as my family and a
home. This feeling is something that I hope has found itself to all of our brothers, and something
that I hope we can share with those who seek it. We have many challenges ahead of us and
they will challenge us in a multitude of ways, but this brotherhood is strong enough to handle
whatever comes its way.
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Sara Elizabeth Bowles (Sabo) ‘21
Chemical Engineering
Hometown: Augusta, GA
Superpower: Surviving scurvy
I’m a struggling college student just trying to get my degree in order to
provide for my future doggo.

Dakota Feyd Cobb ‘21
Electrical Engineering
Hometown: Bethlehem, GA
Superpower: Fuck idk
Ya

Erin Elizabeth Falejczyk (Chick Fil A) ‘22
Computer Science
Hometown: Elk Grove Village, IL
Superpower: Living my entire life spreadsheet by spreadsheet
Bio: I look 2.5 years here to finally figure out what I wanted to do, so
now I’m a CS major who’s never graduating. Other than that, PsiU
immediately gave me a home and a meaning for even being at Tech. I
honestly don’t know where I would be without PsiU, but I damn well
know I would’ve transferred if I never found this place.
Ian Webb Harmon ‘22
Industrial Design
Hometown: Lilburn, GA
Superpower: I can crack time like a glowstick
The universe keeps trying to kill me, but I just won’t die.
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Nyimul Hoque ‘22
Computer Science
Hometown: Snellville, GA
Superpower: Pissing on Rachel A.
I love connecting with new people and crying but like in a good way.

Kamil Kai Rahhali ‘21
Biomedical Engineering
Hometown: Weehawken, NJ
Superpower: Duplication – I wanna be everywhere
Please help, I need an internship or a co-op or a side hustle. Anything.
I’ll do anything. I’ll get on my knees and *ahem* beg if you need me to.
I think I’m semi-useful *cough* *cough* *cough* so please ignore
my GPA. I’ll call you daddy or mommy or whatever you prefer. Hire me
and I’ll make your dreams come true for minimum wage. As a third
year BME, I can build stuff, I like reading and RPGs (action, turnbased, or indie videogames – not
opposed to tabletop), and I used to go on runs regularly. I also love eating, so if you find an interesting
restaurant and want someone to go with, I’m all stomach. I write food reviews on my Instagram
extremely infrequently *cough* (@theyellowperil) *cough*. I love hanging out with and meeting people,
too (when I’m not being oppressed by my busy schedule) and trying anything new, really. I’ve also been
getting sick on and off for the past two weeks. I need a job so that I can buy Nyquil.
Samantha Madison Weinberg (Samatha) ‘22
Industrial Design
Hometown: Marietta, GA
Superpower: Acting like I care
I came to PsiU because I really enjoy our rich history and traditions.
There’s just so many cool stories associated with everyone and
everything that’s in this house, and I want to learn about it and be a
part of it all. Good thing I’m not graduating any time soon. Who even
graduates anyway? :)
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Brittany Oliver Ahn (Oliver) ‘23
Industrial Design
Hometown: Norcross, GA
Superpower: Auto-envision for Hex codes. Like someone will tell me
“ahhh #024f00, what do you think about that?” and immediately I’d be
like “ahh yes, that’s an amazing colour!” Design related jokes…hehe
Hi! I’m Oliver, majoring in Industrial Design and German. I’m obsessed
with soccer, sustainable fashion, GERMAN AND ITALIAN MUSIC AH
IT’s SO GOOD, and also a little bit of experimental human performance
art.
Asheton B. Arnold ‘24
Industrial Design
Hometown: Acworth, GA
Superpower: My use of catchphrases
I didn’t expect to join a fraternity, but here we are. 100% Pledge
Hedge material. Your boy a Nasty Woman.

Luca Miranda Bonini ‘21
Computational Media
Hometown: Marietta, GA
Superpower: Narcolepsy
I drink Mountain Dew
I sometimes take a poo
You can’t even believe
That on Christmas Eve
I fucked up this poem
Gabrielle Hannah Calderon (Gabby) ‘23
Mechanical Engineering
Hometown: Plainview, NY
Superpower: Eating a full box of pasta unaided in one sitting
I’m a freshman here at GT originally from New York, and I just
happened upon a PsiU flyer in my first week on campus! The fraternity
has been my home ever since, and the friends I’ve made at the haus
are the community I rely on. I would give anything to pet a cat, I’m
proud of my overuse of garlic, and I can often be found sleeping on a
couch.
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Yu Lee Chang (Chris) ‘23
Electrical Engineering
Hometown: Marietta, GA
Superpower: Hibernate
I’m terrible at bios. Hi, I’m Yu (bingo). PsiU has been an amazing place
for me and I hope to create amazing memories with everyone else and
create an environment that’s been as accepting to me for others!

Ian Thomas Fertig (Ibn, Chaz) ‘23
Mechanical Engineering
Hometown: Peachtree City, GA
Superpower: Same as the puddle dude from Sky High
Came to PsiU for the board games, geeky stuff, and good times.
Stayed at PsiU for the family I found there and the growth it has
inspired in me. But also, the games and memes. I couldn’t be happier
to be part of this brotherhood for life.

Hope Lon Kutsche (Hop) ‘23
Industrial Design
Hometown: Kennesaw, GA
Superpower: Befriending dogs
Art major, theatre kid, and yes, I unfortunately fit both those
stereotypes.

Jacob Ryan Landis ‘23
Computer Science
Hometown: York, PA
Superpower: Sticking my head in Orbeez
Hi, I told my mom I wouldn’t join a fraternity, so oops. Also, I main Shrek
in Smash so that I can yeet people off the stage with cargo throw. If
you see people whining on Reddit about the West Village piano player,
they’re whining about me, and they can suck my toes. In short, crocs
stay on during the plorgy. Thank you for coming to my TED Talk.
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Hussain Raza ‘21
Mathematics
Hometown: Snellville, GA
Superpower: Seeing colors despite being colorblind af
I’m supposed to write a bio? Alumni are gonna see this? That’s
unfortunate because there’s literally nothing interesting about me. I
mean, I like thinking up dumb inventions that will probably make money
on Kickstarter but have no meaningful use in society. I also like
breaking things and finding bugs and glitches and exploiting them
because what would you do? Report them? Eww. My mom said I
wasn’t allowed to write a bio because she doesn’t like biology. Get it? Cause bio? You get it. If you’ve
read this far, I somehow managed to keep your attention which is surprising because this contributes
nothing to your life. I, however, contribute a lot. So, if you’re ever looking for a conversation with
someone whose mind wanders into complete obscurity, well, then hello, my name’s Hussain. What’s
yours?
Charlotte Maximilian Wehner ‘23
Mechanical Engineering
Hometown: Arlington, VA
Superpower: Flight
Getting flyered by a PsiU I knew in high school was the greatest
coincidence that has ever happened to me. Of course, I never thought
I’d join a fraternity, but shockingly quickly this weird building became my
home and the weird people inside it became my family.

Spring 2019 Pledge Class

Fall 2019 Pledge Class
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Hello everyone! My name is Rachel Allgaier, and I am currently the Member Ed at Psi Upsilon Gamma
Tau. I am still incredibly excited and proud to hold this position in out fraternity because this had been
my goal since my pledge semester. A lot of my ambitions for this position have fallen short, as I will
discuss later, but I am still looking forward to the rest of my term.
To start off, I want to highlight some of the good that has happened this semester. My amazing rush
chair, Matthew Farleo, ran a flawless spring rush while having a mixture of some classic and new
themes. As a result of rush, we currently have two amazing pledges that had the honor of going to Yen
Jing’s again. Although short lived, everyone had an amazing time during their pledge semester; the
pledges had a chance to talk with all members of the EC and a representative of PUSOG during pledge
educations. Also, the pledges threw a remarkable Minecraft-themed party (a classic) that was definitely
enjoyed by everyone there. Sadly, their pledge semester as they knew it ended there, as campus got
shut down due to the coronavirus.
The revised plan for this upcoming year is to try to do paddle questions virtually. Whether the brothers
want to facetime, text message, or carrier pigeon, it is up to them. The pledges this semester will be
initiated on August 11th (at the haus or surrounding areas, so please come), and the amazing site that
we booked in Chattanooga will instead be used for next Fall initiation.
I am really hoping that everything calms down soon because I have a lot of plans for the summer and
fall semesters. Over the summer, fingers crossed, I hope to see multiple rush nights in order to target
the summer freshman mon. This will allow us to see people for more than one night before they come
to fall rush. We also have a new rush video in the making. We already have a layout of what the video
will be comprised of, and it will be filmed over the summer barring any further complications.
Beyond that, I have really high aspirations for the fall semester, but I think that as long as we make it to
November without cancelling school, everything will be great.
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What’s up everyone, it’s me, Rose, your VP of External Affairs 2020 back again for round 2 (or
maybe round 1.5 since this semester was cut in half?). I wish I had more to report on for this
semester, but I think just like everyone else, a lot of my plans were cancelled due to the virus and
campus being closed for the rest of the semester. Up until Spring Break, at least, we’ve had one
of the largest Beltline cleanups of recent history, with around 13 brothers in attendance, to deep
clean our own adopted section of the Beltline as well as thrown a wilderness/biome themed
Spring social that I hope everyone enjoyed (thank you to those who helped me/donated)! We will
soon be getting our name up on the mile marker for our adopted segment of the Beltline on the
West End Trail, once operations are up and running again. As well as this, we have had a very
successful conflict resolution workshop hosted by the counseling center as well as our usual
VOICE presentation by the lovely folks at GT Health Initiatives/VOICE advocates. This time
around, I wanted to shout out all my wonderful chair positions in the report. Thank you to my
Risk Management chairs, the lovely Sara and Charlotte, a couple of queens who gave a
wonderful risk management presentation and have been working hard to keep everyone safe and
happy throughout the semester. Thank you to Asheton, my amazing Greek Life Relations chair
(as well as Sneha who helped implement this position last semester!), who helped prepare, bake,
and deliver cookies along with our contact info to our Greek life neighbors as well as began
planning events such as a joint service outing and a D&D night that I hope to see happen next
semester! Lastly, thank you to my own little and Service chair, Luca, for keeping me sane
through everything and helping so much in encouraging brothers to do community service and
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philanthropy. I also want to boast that last Fall of 2019, we raised over $1000 for the American
Foundation for Suicide Prevention’s Atlanta Out of the Darkness Walk. This semester, I began
working closely with the GT Counseling Center and the AFSP’s Georgia Area Director Stuart
Winborne to implement a Spring OotD Campus Walk at Georgia Tech. While this plan was cut
short, this is something I will do my best to make happen my last semester at Georgia Tech, in
the Spring of 2021, as I think it is something we really need here. But since this plan fell through,
I am going to be on top of signing up our team and fundraising for the Fall OotD Walk at
Piedmont Park (Please keep an eye out for emails to join me!) Thanks everyone!
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Hello, I’m Erin, your VP of Internal for this year. You may know me as the one who sends a majority of
the PsiU emails. Going into this term, I had a main goal of improving active brotherhood to alumni
relations. With what little time I had this semester, there were three notable ways that I implemented
this. At the very beginning of the year, I updated the brotherhood directory and asked alumni to sign up
for an active to alumni career advice contact list. To date, there are 30 alumni signed up spanning 16
majors. A second thing I did was start a mail channel for alumni who still had mail being sent to the
haus. This was implemented to clear up the mailbox and to hopefully get alumni to more regularly
come around the haus. Finally, I had thank you letters written for alumni who came to pledge outing
and shared their memories to show the active brotherhood’s appreciation for them braving the cold
with us.
There are several things that I wanted to do this semester that never panned out because of the
coronavirus, sadly. In the EC bylaws, I made it mandatory for actives to attend at least one major event
during alumni weekend (rip). I started working on getting the old composites fixed and back up on the
walls, but that has been delayed thanks to not being on campus.
This semester, the brotherhood and I consolidated chair positions, bringing internal chair positions
from seven down to five; historian and social media were merged, and parliamentarian and sergeant at
arms were merged. Each of my chairs have done wonderful things so far this semester. Hannah dug
through the bylaws and implemented changes to make them clearer and more defined; Gabby helped
move all of our paper documents to a secure location in the haus and sorted through a bunch of
paperwork and pictures; Hussain is in the process of fixing up the server rack; Matthew held a fun
scavenger hunt brotherhood development event in Lenox Mall; Jacob quickly took on recording
secretary and always adds fun anecdotes throughout the minutes.
There is still so much that I want to accomplish throughout the remainder of my term, and I plan to go
full force next semester to make up for lost time. For now, my sights are set on celebrating our 50th
anniversary in the fall and planning a deserving event for all of us.
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The semester started off strong with the first ever winter full haus cleanup week, deep cleaning just
about everything in the haus and repainting the walls. We replaced the refrigerators in the bar room
and got quotes for removing the tile we currently have in the foyer, in an effort to eventually replace the
floor. Before we could get a quote to replace the floor, we found out about a pandemic that was
happening, so we decided to wait a little before going further on the floors. Many people have moved
out of the haus because of COVID-19, and a smaller amount had to move into the haus, and the
situation is a mess overall. On the bright side, due to the lack of visitors, low resident number, and the
fact that every commonly touched surface is being disinfected daily, the haus is probably cleaner than it
has ever been since we moved in.
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Hello, I’m Samantha! As treasurer, there are two lines in our bylaws that really caught my
attention. The first is my last outlined responsibility of being “the primary brother responsible for
the financial well-being of the Chapter.” That in and of itself is very simplistic (especially with the
use of LegFi). I just make and approve the budget, and make sure that the money paid and
spent is kept track of. However, I took this to also mean that I am responsible for the financial
well-being of the brotherhood, not just as an entity, but also on the individual level. To do this I
have been expanding the use of payment plans, so that they are customized on a case by case
basis, and helping brothers who have reached out to me navigate their personal financial
situations. I have, and will continue to look for, ways to reduce our use of fines as punishment
for not meeting requirements and instead try to use more constructive alternatives.
My other responsibility that I have made my focus is helping “raise supplemental funds to
augment regularly collected dues.” Unfortunately, due to the current situation, my plans for this
have been put on hold, but I’m hoping we can get back on track soon, because I have been
working with our current Digital Infrastructure Chair - Hussain Raza - to develop a constantly
operational merchandise store. This store will include everything from general Psi U sweatshirts,
to shirts with specific Gamma Tau references. I also expect this store to have a variety of items
including but not limited to: mugs, koozies, pint glasses, frisbees, beanies, and lanyards.

2020 EC
From Left to Right: Rose Gardner (External), Rachel Allgaier (Member Ed), Randall
Kliman (Archon), Erin Falejczyk (Internal), Levi Durham (Haus)
Not Pictured: Samantha Weinberg (Treasurer)
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Much has changed over the last year. Most significantly, the long-planned and long-overdue
renovations to the chapter house were completed. There is now a new facade, new windows, and a relandscaped front yard. Thanks to the efforts of the active brotherhood, the alumni, and multiple
iterations of the PUSOG board, the Gamma Tau home is looking better than ever. The renovations cost
PUSOG just over $400,000, paid for with a combination of savings, donations, and a $300,000 loan.
2020 was slated to be a busy year for the chapter and PUSOG, with many opportunities to
make use of our freshly renovated chapter house. First, this summer, we were planning on hosting the
international Psi Upsilon Convention July 24-27th, which brings together members from all of our
chapters from every corner of the country and a couple parts of Canada. It allows both alumni and
undergraduate members to meet fraternity leadership, make new personal and professional
connections, and reflect on the Psi U values of lifelong friendship, moral leadership, intellectual
engagement, and service to society. Second, we are celebrating our chapter’s 50th anniversary this
year! Since 1970, Psi Upsilon has been a place for folks of all stripes to come together and form a new
family. That is a cause worth celebrating and we have been hard at work to plan a worthy celebration in
the Fall.
While it’s certainly still been a busy year thus far, unfortunately, our plans have been thrown
into question due to the ongoing coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. In accordance with current best
practices, PUSOG has cancelled in-person alumni events for the foreseeable future and many of the
actives have returned home to finish their semester online as mandated by Georgia Tech. As major
events are already being cancelled into June, it is a possibility that convention will be delayed or
cancelled this year. While much is still uncertain, we’re still looking forward to seeing many of you at
convention, whenever it may be, and celebrating our 50th Anniversary. While we’re all spending a lot of
time at home, PUSOG will look for opportunities to host virtual events that can bring us together like
the Virtual Spring Assembly on March 29. We’ll be reaching out about those events, as well as with
updates about Convention and the Anniversary, as the situation develops.
While the world is changing around us quickly, PUSOG is still here to ensure that brothers old
and young of the Gamma Tau chapter of Psi Upsilon have a place to gather and an active brotherhood.
Your support and membership allow us to continue providing programming and resources to help the
chapter adapt and thrive regardless of circumstance. This is a difficult time for everyone, but we
cannot imagine a better fighting force of extraordinary magnitude to face it with. Continue to be on the
lookout for updates from PUSOG about rescheduled events and how we can all work together to get
through this crisis.
Sincerely,
The PUSOG Board of Directors (Amanda Nabors, Jesse Scherer, Chuck Hall, Talia Knapp,
Jeremiah Olney, Bobby King, Jordan Conard, Paul Travis, and Charles Hancock)
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“Ask me to do the weird thing with my arms.”

-Luca Bonini ‘21

“I got an offer to be a Pathways Intern at the Johnson Space Center starting Fall 2020.”

-Yu Chang ‘23

“For the past year, I’ve been working in a biotech-focused chemical engineering lab on campus. The
goal of my project is to create a reproducible form of the Zika protein with the variable domain blocked
so that our bodies will make antibodies against the constant domain when it is used in a vaccine. This
would result in a significantly more effective vaccine than what is in use currently. This summer, I’m
excited to work with Solenis, a chemical engineering technical sales company. I’ll be working in the
International Paper Plant in Oglethorpe, GA with the goal of improving their paper efficiency or
improving their paper quality.”
-Sara Dickinson ‘21
“I have a co-op at Cardlytics. Also, I led a service trip with ASB over spring break. We spent the week
working with Habitat for Humanity.”
-Rachel Allgaier ‘21
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“I spoke at my first conference, Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing, to a room of a few
hundred students.”
-Jessie Newman ‘13
“Welp, I think I have a new job?”

-Cathy Lefebvre ‘18

“I completed my Masters in Analytics from GT in August 2019. For the following 6 months, I enjoyed
“fun”-employment by traveling, spending time with family, and drunkenly falling asleep on the haus
couches. In February 2020, I started my job as a data analyst for a consulting firm in Atlanta. There is
life after Tech!”
-Emily Huskins ‘18
“I got a promotion this past year at my company to manufacturing associate 2 at Repligen. Repligen is
a biotech company that supplies equipment to pharmaceutical companies. I work in manufacturing the
OPUS line of production scale chromatography columns.”
-Johnny Biewer ‘18
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